A First Year Blog on

A) The Separation of Charge inside Molecular Substances
leading to

B) Permanent / Induced / and Momentary Dipoles
(This note is about the Separation of Charge inside Molecular substances, and the resulting Dipoles that are created.)

A) The Separation of Charge inside Molecular Substances
•

The very essence of an Ionic Substance with electrovalent bonding is that the atoms of a metal element
transfer the electrons in their outermost shell to the atoms of a non-metal element which accepts those
electrons1. In an Ionic substance there is therefore a TOTAL separation of charge (albeit with an
element of covalent/molecular character normally in the bond). This Chapter is NOT about Ionic Substances.
This Chapter is about Molecular substances and how they acquire a PARTIAL Separation of Charge.

•

In a Molecular substance with covalent bonding, electrons are not transferred but shared. You will remember
that in earlier Chapters I have showed covalent bonding thus

but Professor Lower (formerly of Simon Fraser University) shows the edd (the electron density distribution) of
bonded electrons thus.

•

Where there is no difference in the electronegativity of the bonded atoms (as in H2 / O2 / N2 / and all the
Halogens) , then in theory there should be no separation of charge whatsoever. The bonded atoms cannot
and do not pull the electron clouds off each other. The edd thus should not be distorted at all.

•

Even so, there will be a separation of charge in the atoms of molecular substances and in the molecules of
bonded non-metal atoms which form covalent substances. That is what this note is about.

•

In this note therefore, please remember that we will be talking about the PARTIAL separation of charge in
a Molecular substance and not the total separation of charge in an Ionic substance.

1

In doing so, both the metal and the non-metal elements achieve the stability conferred by the Noble Gas/Inert Gas/Group
VIII configuration.
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A dipole and a dipole moment
•

We must now talk about dipoles because chemists talk about a dipole whenever there is either a
PARTIAL (“∂– ” and “∂+”) or a FULL (“–” and “+”) separation of charge inside an entity.

•

A “dipole” is a word that strictly speaking should indicate that a full separation of charge into a positive pole
and a negative pole has occurred in a given species (as in a magnet), but it does not have that meaning when
chemists choose to use it to indicate that a partial separation of charge has occurred.

•

A dipole moment consists of the product (i.e. the result of the multiplication) of the size of a charge and a
distance. In ‘A’ Level Chemistry, you are NOT required to know how to calculate (the size of) a dipole
moment, but you are required to know that in a symmetrical molecule, dipole moments can cancel each
other out.

The occurrence of a PARTIAL Separation of charge in a Molecular substance
•

The exact location of an electron at any point in time is purely a random matter. This situation is
exactly the opposite of (for instance) your daily curriculum where you can look up a timetable to see where
you will be at any point in time during the day. Scientists know roughly where any electron is (e.g. in an
Hydrogen atom there is one electron and it resides in the sole orbital of the ‘1s’ sub-shell) – but scientists
cannot say with certainty where any particular electron will be at any given point in time!2

•

The electrons in any atom and in any molecule are randomly orbiting their nucleus which is why scientists
cannot say where any particular electron will be at any given point in time. It can thus be seen that at any
one point in time there could be more of the electron cloud on one side (say on the Right Hand Side,
RHS) of the atom (or of the molecule) than there is on the other side of it (i.e. on the LHS).

•

If this were to happen, then the RHS of the atom or molecule (as shown in the diagram overleaf) would be
slightly more negative than the LHS (and this situation is indicated by the use of the signs “∂– ” and “∂+”),
and the atom or molecule would momentarily or “instantaneously” (in the old-fashioned use of the word)
be partially polarised i.e. it would then possess a Momentary or an Instantaneous dipole!

NB There could be more edd or more of the electron cloud on any one side (i.e. on the top/the bottom/the back/
front/RHS/LHS) of the atom (or the molecule) than there is on any other side of it.
•

However, please note that this MOMENTARY or Instantaneous Dipole would have occurred
RANDOMLY (i.e. purely by chance).
Normal edd of a
given atom/molecule
at any ONE point
in time.

Edd of the same atom/molecule when for one
brief moment in time there is MOMENTARILY
or INSTANTANEOUSLY more electron density on
one side of it than there is on the other side of it.
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2

I know that my youngest adopted son (who is a Doctor) treats patients in a hospital on a Monday, but I cannot tell you
where in the hospital he will be at any point during the day (and if there had been an emergency, then he might have had to
fly off to a hospital in Sussex/China/America/Africa/or (for all I know) Mars or the Andromeda Galaxy. At University you
may find that concept helpful in understanding Heisenberg. I know roughly where my son is, but I do not know exactly where
he is! Heisenberg works on a different principle, but the concept of uncertainty is the same. In Heisenberg and in
Schrödinger there are different sorts of uncertainty.
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NB For the brief space of time in which the atom or the molecule has a partial separation of charge and a
dipole, then for that brief moment in time there is no difference between the atom or the molecule and an
entity that has a permanent dipole.
For that brief space of time in which an entity possessing a Momentary or Instantaneous Dipole has such a
dipole, then it is able to do all the things that a Permanent Dipole can do. For example, it can temporarily
induce polarity into another entity. In the diagram below, the middle molecule briefly takes on a Momentary
dipole, and it thus INDUCES polarity into its immediate neighbours.
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The molecule in that brief moment of time
has induced a dipole
into its immediate neighbours
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The middle molecule in that brief
moment of time in which it takes
on a Momentary or an
Instantaneous dipole
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•
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•

However, as soon as the momentary or instantaneous polarity of the first atom or molecule is lost, then it
would cease to induce polarity into its neighbours.

•

In order to make what we are going to discuss easy, let me now point out something very interesting to you.
In the diagram above, I have shown what happens to the two molecules that are positioned one on each side
of the middle molecule; but, could YOU work out what would happen at precisely the same point in time to
the molecules that were the immediate neighbours of those two molecules, and to the immediate neighbours
of those molecules, and to the immediate neighbours of those molecules, and to the immediate neighbours of
those molecules, ........................ and so on!

•

Please do not carry on reading until you have worked out the answer for yourself.

.........................................
•

OK, the answer is that
• if just one single molecule in a group of molecules becomes momentarily and instantaneously
polarised, then
• in a flash EVERY SINGLE OTHER MOLECULE in the whole group of molecules will immediately
have polarity induced into it!

•

Isn’t that fantastic! Let me put it this way (and if this does not blow your mind, then nothing ever will), I do
not know how many molecules of water there are in the Pacific Ocean but the number must be colossal3, but
if we were to imagine that the whole of the Pacific Ocean were comprised of molecules of liquid Oxygen (or
liquid Nitrogen, or liquid Hydrogen) and if just one molecule in the whole of the Pacific Ocean were for
one brief moment of time to take on Momentary or Instantaneous polarity and no other molecule in
the ocean were to be momentarily or instantaneously polarised at that point in time (a situation that is
statistically impossible), then almost immediately every other molecule in the whole of the Pacific
Ocean would automatically acquire Induced polarity!4

3

.... “colossal” but NOT “infinite”. There are only as many molecules in the Pacific Ocean as there are. Man may not be able
to count how many there are, but that is not the same as there being no limit to the number of molecules of water in the
Pacific Ocean! The word “infinite” should be used only where it is appropriate. The word “infinite” does not mean “a very
large number”. It means “the number has no end”, “it has no boundary”, “it has no limit”. I am of the opinion that ALL
material things are finite and only non-material things are infinite. I am therefore not happy with the use of the word
“infinite” as it is used by astronomers. Just because human beings do not know the answer to something, then that does NOT
mean that the answer is unknowable. However, I am very happy to use the word “infinite” when it comes to emotions such
as love!
4
In fact, the idea of one molecule inducing polarity into the whole of the Pacific Ocean is an unrealistic concept (for the
reason outlined in the next bullet point); but, it is a nice little theoretical concept to play with just to illustrate the idea of
Induced polarity!
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•

Actually, it is even more fantastic than that, because it is not a question of one molecule in a group of
molecules possibly acquiring Instantaneous polarity. The edd of an unpolarised molecule is random and
uniform, therefore every single unpolarised molecule is constantly and continuously experiencing edd
reversals from uniform to non-uniform, and to all intents and purposes therefore, over a period of a split
second, every single molecule always has a separation of charge in it – and this is the secret of why the
molecules in any group of non-polarised molecules stay together instead of flying off in different
directions! As we shall learn in Section (B) of this note, this is called a Momentary Dipole to
Momentary Dipole force of attraction.

A uniformly distributed electron cloud
•

The edd (electron density distribution) of an atom or of a molecule is normally random and uniform (i.e. it is
evenly distributed in the areas in which it is located). The whereabouts (or the approximate location) of
the electron cloud in any of the orbitals of an atom is determined by the shape of the orbital (i.e. by
whether it is an ‘s’ orbital/or a ‘p’ orbital/or a ‘d’ orbital/etc, but within the region defined by that shape,
the electron density is distributed in a random and in a uniform manner – and thus there is no permanent
separation of charge within the atom (but there will always be a momentary separation of charge because the
very definition of randomness means that the edd does not have to be uniform).

The electron density distribution in the ‘s’ orbital of an atom (e.g. in Hydrogen)
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In an atom the edd pattern is normally random and uniform.
[The blue cross represents the nucleus of the atom.]
The representation on the right shows the edd without a defined boundary.

•

There are three ways in which a partial separation of charge can occur in a Molecular substance.

•

Whenever there is a separation of charge there will exist something that chemists call a dipole, therefore we
must talk about the different sorts of Dipoles i.e.

A) Momentary5, or Instantaneous, or Temporary dipoles
(the weakest of these three types of dipoles)
B) Induced dipoles, and
C) Permanent dipoles (in molecules such as HCl or CH3Cl or H2SO4) (the strongest of these three types of dipoles)
and we must do so because
- Hydrogen bonds, and
- van der Waals’/London/Debye forces of attraction
(which we shall discuss herein) require an intimate understanding of the above topics.

5

In the English that we used many decades (and indeed many centuries) ago, the word “instantaneous” meant “for a very
brief space of time” whereas in modern English it now means “immediately”; and, in modern English, the word
“momentary” now means “for a very brief space of time”. Chemists should therefore stop using the now very confusing
word “instantaneous” and should use the perfectly explanatory and adequate term “momentary”.
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SEPARATION OF CHARGE
Total (an Ionic Substance)
Partial (a Molecular Substance)

Momentary (partial)
Induced (partial)
Permanent (partial)

A) A Momentary (or Instantaneous) PARTIAL Separation of Charge
•

I have now described in some detail how a random and uniform edd constantly and momentarily assumes a
partial separation of charge. It flips constantly from a uniform to a non-uniform edd.

•

If therefore anything is randomly distributed, then (by very definition) it can be non-uniformly distributed
because if something is random, then there are no rules which must be obeyed – and the distribution of
the electron cloud can and is non-uniformly distributed just as often as it is uniformly distributed.

When a separation of charge occurs, then the edd of an atom will no longer be uniformly distributed.
The edd at
one moment in time

then at the
then at the
next moment in time next moment in time

then at the
next moment in time

and so on

•

The edd of the atom or the molecule will switch from one orientation to another CONTINUOUSLY,
and when it has switched from uniform to non-uniform, then the separation of charge will create a
dipole (as in the second diagram from the left and in the last two on the right).

•

There will be non-uniformity just as often as there will be uniformity in the edd, and when a PARTIAL
separation of charge has occurred, then the areas where the edd has clustered will be labelled “∂–”, and
where there is a scarcity of edd that area will be labelled “∂+”.

•

There will always be a Momentary Partial Separation of Charge and thus a Momentary Dipole in every
atom and/or molecule. It is the attraction of these momentarily polarised particles that keeps such
molecular substances together.
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B) An Induced PARTIAL separation of charge
•

A partial separation of charge will occur in all the orbitals of an atom if a polarised entity is placed near the
atom. This is so because a positively charged entity will attract the electron cloud, while a negatively charged
entity will repel the electron cloud. One side of the atom will thus become “∂– ” and the opposite side will
become “∂+” and a partial separation of charge will thus have occurred.

•

An ionic substance has a permanent separation of charge, therefore the term Induced dipole applies only to
molecular substances – and here a partial separation of charge will exist only while the inducing agent is
close enough to exercise its inducing force.

•

If we were to put a magnet or a battery6 labelled “A” (cf. below) against or near an unpolarised molecule
labelled “B”, then “B” would become partially polarised for as long as we kept the magnet or the battery
against or near it – and when we took the magnet away, then “B” would no longer be partially polarised. In
other words, “B” would have an induced polarity (and it would have an Induced Dipole) for so long as the
magnet or battery were next to it.
There is now an INDUCED Partial Separation of Charge in the atom or in the molecule
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NB It is an invariable rule that for every “∂-” area in a species, there must be at least one “∂+” area in that
species. It is a bit like a greedy bloke who has stolen the duvet from his partner in bed. If he is “∂-” (i.e. he
now has more of the duvet/more of the electron cloud), then she must be “∂+” (i.e. she now has less of the
duvet/the electron cloud). If an atom of a highly electronegative element such as Oxygen is bonded to
several atoms of less electronegative elements, then there will be one ∂– atom and several ∂+ atoms.
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•

A PARITAL separation of charge in a molecular substance can be either MOMENTARY (and we have
talked about this in section A), or it can be PERMANENT (where its polarity is independent of any other
entity, and we will talk about that in Section C) or it can be INDUCED (i.e. where its polarity is dependent
entirely upon the influence of a polarising species or of a polarising field that is nearby7).

•

To create induced polarity, we could use any entity that has either a partial or a full separation of charge, and
we could use an entity that has (i) a momentary (or instantaneous) dipole or (ii) an induced dipole or (iii) a
permanent dipole!

6
7

A magnet would induce a magnetic field while a battery would induce an electric field.
Either a magnetic field (from a magnet) or an electric field (from a battery) will create the induced polarity.
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NB By now you should be very aware of the difference in meaning of the terms
- TOTAL and PARTIAL separation of charge, and
- Momentary, Induced and Permanent Dipoles.

•

We can sum up the situation with regard to Induced Dipoles by saying that, if any entity “A” that has either
- a Total or a Partial dipole, or
- a Momentary/or an Induced/or a permanent dipole
were to come near to an unpolarised species “B”, then “A” would distort the electron cloud on “B”
and it would create a partial separation of charge in “B”, and “B” would then have an “Induced
Dipole” in it.

NB If you have never played with magnets before, then here are a couple of representations of magnetic fields.

It is a convention to label the
pole from which the field lines
emerge as “North” and the pole
at which the field lines
converge as “South”.

•

A magnet (or a battery) will also cause a separation of charge to occur in a molecule in which the atoms
have exactly the same electronegativity (e.g. in O2/H2/N2/F2/Cl2/etc).
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C) A PERMANENT PARTIAL Separation of Charge
•

A partial separation of charge can also occur naturally inside a molecule if there is a significant difference in
electronegativity between any of the atoms inside the molecule. I am now going to draw a couple of such
molecules for you, and I shall insert all the relevant delta pluses and all the delta minuses in the molecules.

•

A Permanent Partial Separation of Charge. The electron clouds that belonged to Sulphur and
Phosphorous have been pulled off them in four different directions: “∂+ ” means that the atom has lost some
of its electron cloud (or some of its edd).

Sulphuric Acid
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•

Next to Fluorine, Oxygen is the second most electronegative element that there is, therefore Oxygen draws
towards itself the electron cloud from the atoms of every element (other than Fluorine) to which it is bonded.

•

It really is very important that you should be able to recognise where separation of charge occurs, because
separation of charge (whether partial or total) is a major cause of reactivity in Chemistry – and it is very
easy to recognise which of two elements is the more electronegative simply by remembering the two rules
for electronegativity viz.
a) the electronegativity of elements increases as you go from Left to Right ACROSS each Period in
the Periodic Table, and
b) the electronegativity of elements increases as you go UP each Group in the Periodic Table.

•

However, you can always look up a good data book to ascertain the electronegativity values of any element.
Data books usually quote the values calculated by one of the world’s most important/most famous scientists,
Linus Pauling. He lived in the last (the 20th) century, and he was the recipient of two Nobel Laureates in two
separate subjects. The British scientist Fredrick Sanger was also the recipient of two Nobel Prizes (in
Chemistry) in 1958 and in 1980.

•

A permanent dipole will exist where there is a permanent separation of charge i.e. there will be a
permanent dipole in any substance where there are permanent regions of “∂– ” and “∂+” in a molecular
substance, or of “–” and “+” in an ionic substance. For example, HCl in its gaseous form i.e. HCl (g), is a
molecular substance that is always partially polarised, viz H∂+–– Cl∂–(g), and the molecule HCl (g)8 therefore
always has a dipole, i.e. it has a permanent dipole.

•

In a Molecular substance the separation of charge is PARTIAL, whereas in an Ionic substance the
separation of charge is total and complete.

8

In aqueous form it becomes ionised (an Ionic Substance) and it is an electrolyte. That is what Arrhenius’ Doctoral thesis
and Nobel Prize was about.
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•

This note is about
- The separation of charge i.e.
- The Partial separation of charge (in a molecular substance), and
- The Full separation of charge (in an ionic substance), and whenever there is a separation of charge there
will exist something that chemists call a dipole, and it has also been about the different sorts of
Partial Dipoles (that collectively create something called van der Waals’ Forces of Attraction) i.e.
-

Momentary/Instantaneous/Temporary dipoles,
Induced dipoles, and
Permanent dipoles

and these will affect Hydrogen bonds, and van der Waals/London/Debye forces of attraction.
•

Could you now close your eyes and pretend that I am sitting in front of you, and now please tell me
- the difference between a full and a partial separation of charge, and then tell me
- the difference between a Momentary (or Instantaneous) dipole, an Induced dipole, and a Permanent dipole.

•

If you cannot (and I strongly suspect that you will not as yet be able to do so) then please could you re-read
this note again and again and again until you can do so, and I promise you that you WILL have to read this
note again and again and again before you really and truly understand the concepts herein – but, I also
promise you that once you HAVE mastered the concepts herein, then you will make a very good chemist, or
if you are going on to do something in the medical field, then you will understand things like DNA and
double helices without any difficulty at all. You will sail through DNA and RNA with no problem at all.

•

Think about what I have just said “If you understand all the different bonds and forces of attraction clearly,
then you will pick up DNA and RNA in a flash” – because DNA and RNA are nothing more than big
entities. DNA and RNA are biologically complex but chemically simple. (My Biology colleagues will burn
me at the stake for saying so, but DNA and RNA are about nothing more complicated than Ribonucleic Acid
and Phosphate Groups and chemicals that function as bases by means of a lone pair of electrons attached to a
Nitrogen atom.) Once you understand what a polymer is and how (if you like) the head of one molecule can
hold onto the tail of another molecule, and the Hydrogen bond forces that hold one strand of a double helix
onto the other strand – then that’s it, you’ve cracked DNA (and RNA does not even have such a
complication). OK, that won’t make you into Francis Crick/Maurice Wilkins9/James Watson/Rosalind
Franklin/the two (father and son) Braggs/Dorothy Hodgkin/JD Bernal/Max Perutz/Sir John Kendrew/Sir
John Sulston10/Fredrick Sanger/Sir Aaron Klug/John Finch/Ken Holmes/Sydney Brenner/Bill Astbury/Linus
Pauling/Sir Paul Nurse/Venkatraman Ramakrishnan/et alii11) but you will then be able to begin to
understand what these unbelievably clever scientists discovered and why most of them received Nobel
Laureates for their discoveries in this field of Chemistry and/or Biology. (Indeed, Fredrick Sanger is one of
the very few scientists who won TWO Nobel Laureates in the sciences!)

•

When we get to Organic Chemistry/Chains & Rings next term, I will tell you how the head of one molecule
holds onto the tail of another molecule. That is the beauty of Chemistry. If you take the trouble to master the
simple stuff, then later on you can just sail through the complicated stuff.

9

I used not to like Maurice Wilkins until I came to understand that philosophically his revulsion with the effect of the atomic
bomb (that he had helped to develop in the Manhattan Project) had caused him to believe that all scientific knowledge
should be shared, and that is why he allowed James Watson to rifle through Rosalind Franklin’s drawers while she was away
from King’s – and to this day, Watson has never fully acknowledged his debt of gratitude to Franklin. Watson is actually a
very clever man, and it would cost him absolutely nothing whatsoever to acknowledge that it was Franklin and Gosling’s Xray plate (the famous photograph 51) that gave him (and Crick) the key to solving the structure of the DNA double helix.
10
………... and they had to stand on the shoulders of Rosalind Franklin. Franklin stood on the shoulders of Dorothy
Crowfoot Hodgkin, who stood on the shoulders of Lawrence Bragg, …… and so on. In Science, we all depend on the people
who have paved the way for us to do whatever we do. (You may want to read my blog Participants in the development of
Molecular Biology, UK 1920-1970 at https://chemistry-explained.org/ .)
11
Many of whom were at the Medical Research Council for Molecular Biology (and some of whom were at Peterhouse
Cambridge when Sir John Meurig Thomas was the then Master of Peterhouse).
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NB If you do want to do something in the field of medicine, then please do try to understand what you are
doing. The idea of someone who has the power of life and death in his/her hands only half understanding
what he/she is doing is a terrifying one.12

FOOTNOTE TO CHAPTER 21
NB It is quite possible for a molecule to have partially polarised bonds, but for the molecule itself not to
be polarised.
•

For ‘A’ Level Chemistry you are required to know that whilst a bond such as C∂+– Cl∂– may be partially
polarised, nevertheless it does not necessarily follow that a molecule that possesses two or more partially
polarised bonds will automatically be polarised or have a dipole.13

•

Carbon is a Group IV element, and every Carbon atom therefore has to have four bonds. Carbon atoms are
more often bonded to the atoms of Hydrogen than to those of any other element, and sometimes a Chlorine
atom will replace or substitute for a Hydrogen atom – and a Cl atom can replace or substitute for 1 or 2 or 3
or even for all four H atoms viz.
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•

There are five molecules in the diagram above, and in turn from Left to Right they are called (i) Methane (ii)
Chloromethane (iii) Dichloromethane (iv) Trichloromethane, and (v) Tetrachloromethane (or Carbon
Tetrachloride). It is sometimes said that there is no separation of charge in a C–H bond (because the
difference in electronegativity between Carbon and Hydrogen is not sufficiently large) – but there is
unquestionably a sufficient difference in electronegativity between Carbon and Chlorine for there to be a
separation of charge in every C– Cl bond viz. C∂+–|––> Cl∂–, therefore Chloromethane/Dichloromethane/
and Trichloromethane (but not Tetrachloromethane) are all partially polarised molecules i.e. the molecules
THEMSELVES (and not just the C– Cl bonds) have a “∂+” aspect and a “∂–” aspect to them.

•

However, Tetrachloromethane (or Carbon Tetrachloride) is a symmetrical molecule therefore even though
it has four partially polarised bonds, the dipole moments cancel each other out and the molecule itself is
NOT polarised! The reason why symmetrical molecules are not polarised is because their dipole moments
cancel each other out (and a simple Trig calculation will show this) – and in the ‘A’ Level exam there is
one mark awarded for this realisation.

12

A junior doctor once almost killed my late wife when he injected a drug straight into one of her veins instead of putting it
into a bag of saline solution and then dripping it into her over the next few hours. She was such a nice lady that she forgave
him immediately. Thirty years later I still find it difficult to do so.
13
If a molecule has only one partially polarised bond in it (e.g. C–Cl), then it WILL/it MUST have a dipole moment in it. A
dipole moment is calculated by the magnitude of a difference in charge multiplied by the distance that separates the two
charges. You do NOT need to know how to calculate dipole moments at ‘A’ Level, but if you have a few minutes to spare,
then you could look at The Khan Academy’s outstanding Chemistry website. The bit on dipole moments is at
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/chemistry/chemical-bonds/copy-of-dotstructures/v/dipole-moment .
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•

In an exam, the three molecules that the examiners love to get you to compare are CCl4 (Carbontetrachloride
or Tetrachloromethane), and BF3 (Boron Trifluoride) and CO2 (Carbon Dioxide). If you are given any one
of these three molecules in the exam, then if required to do so, please state that “although the bonds in the
molecule are polarised, the molecule itself is not polarised because it is a symmetrical molecule and the
dipole moments cancel each other out”. The bond-line diagrams for each of these three molecules is
shown below and I have tried to draw each diagram with the correct bond angles involved. [We will talk
about bond angles in a later Chapter.]

Cl

∂–

Cl

∂+

F

∂–

∂–

∂–

∂+

Cl

∂–

CCl 4 molecule

∂–

F

∂+

O

B

C
Cl

∂–

F

C

∂–

O

∂–

BF 3 molecule

CO 2 molecule

Linus Puling’s Electronegativity Values

Source: Oklahoma State University

•

Chapter 22 develops the concepts in this Chapter by discussing Hydrogen bonds.
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B) Permanent / Induced / and Momentary Dipoles
•

I should like you to appreciate very clearly that if two or more entities remain bonded together, then some
sort of force of attraction must be binding them together. My wife died 10 months short of our 50th
anniversary, therefore clearly there must have been something that held us together for such a long time –
and, since I absolutely adored her, the force that held us together was love!

•

The earth is roughly 4.5 billion years old (and Water has existed on the face of the earth for at least 3.75
billion years), therefore many atoms and molecules have stayed together for a very long time – but love
does not explain why atoms and molecules stay together. We have already looked at ionic and molecular
bonding, so let now look at what holds molecules together.

•

I do hope that you have the difference between INTRA-molecular bonds and INTER-molecular forces of
attraction firmly in your head viz.
- The strong bonds INSIDE or within a molecule are called “INTRA-molecular” bonds, and they hold
together the atoms inside a molecule (e.g. the bond that holds two Hydrogen atoms together in a
molecule of Hydrogen is an intra-molecular bond), and
- The weak forces of attraction BETWEEN molecules are called “INTER-molecular” forces of
attraction, and in this Chapter we are going to talk about inter-molecular forces of attraction.14

•

Having talked about Hydrogen bonds in the last Chapter, we are now going to talk about three different
types of forces of attraction, and they are often collectively called “van der Waals’ forces of attraction”
because the Nobel Laureate Johannes Diderik van der Waals (which I shall shorten to “vdW”) did the initial
work on these forces of attraction.15 They are
A) the Permanent dipole to Permanent dipole16 (PD to PD) force of attraction
B) the Permanent dipole to Induced dipole (PD to ID) force of attraction, and
B) the Momentary to Momentary dipole (MD to MD) force of attraction (often called “dispersion forces”
or “London forces” after Fritz London, the Nobel Laureate who did the work on them).

•

The names of each of these forces indicates the nature of the force involved, but before we start to discuss
vdW forces of attraction, I should like to remind you that we have talked about a number of different types
of bonds so far viz.
Metallic bonds i.e. bonds between positively charged metal ions and a sea of negatively charged delocalised
electrons in a piece of metal
Ionic/electrovalent bonds i.e. bonds between positively charged metal cations and negatively charged nonmetal anions in an ionic substance
Covalent intra-molecular bonds i.e. bonds between the positively charged protons in the nuclei of the
constituent atoms of a molecular substance and the negatively charged shared pairs of electrons (and we
will talk about these bonds in much greater detail in later Chapters), and when talking about
Inter-molecular bonds, we are normally referring to
- Hydrogen bonds (which are really only a quasi-bond), and
- the three van der Waals’ forces of attraction, which are NOT “bonds” at all, but are just “forces of
attraction” (but which are often incorrectly referred to as “bonds”).

a)
b)
c)
d)

•

OK, let us now talk about the three vdW forces of attraction.

14

A good way of remembering what an INTER-molecular bond is, is to remember that an Inter-City train is the train that
runs BETWEEN cities, and an INTER-molecular bond is thus the bond BETWEEN molecules!
15
Other scientists, notably gentlemen called London/Debye/Keesom/etc also did work in this field – but it is the concepts
that I want to discuss, and not the names that are given to the different types of force involved. The reason that it is important
for you to understand the nature of bonds and different types of forces of attraction is that when you understand the nature of
the binding forces involved, then you will understand lots of other things such as the differential boiling points of different
substances/the amount of energy involved in different reactions/etc.
16
Strictly speaking it should be “entity with a separation of charge to entity with a separation of charge” force of attraction,
but we shorten it to “dipole to dipole” because that description is much less cumbersome.
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•

Before we go any further, we need to understand clearly the terms that we shall be using, and these are
a) “permanent dipole”
b) “induced dipole”
c) “momentary” or “instantaneous” dipole
and please note that we chemists are extraordinarily lazy/imprecise/unscientific in our choice of terms here,
because the word “dipole” implies two poles i.e. a complete separation of charge, and there is no complete
separation of charge here – otherwise we would be talking about ionic substances and not molecular
substances! What we are talking about here are MOLECULAR substances, and we are trying to answer
the question “What is it that holds together the molecules of a molecular substance?”. The separation of
charge with which we are concerned here is a PARTIAL separation of charge that is caused in molecules
by the fact that some elements are more electronegative than others. Let us therefore start by reminding
ourselves of the difference in electronegativity between all the different elements, and the following is a
Periodic table from Oklahoma State University constructed from Linus Pauling’s electronegativity values.

•

By using this table we can establish the difference in electronegativity between any two elements viz.
- for Oxygen and Hydrogen the difference in electronegativity is 3.5 – 2.1 = 1.4
- for Chlorine and Hydrogen the difference in electronegativity is 3.0 – 2.1 = 0.9
- for Nitrogen and Hydrogen the difference in electronegativity is 3.0 – 2.1 = 0.9
- for Sulphur and Hydrogen the difference in electronegativity is 2.5 – 2.1 = 0.4
- for Oxygen and Sulphur the difference in electronegativity is
3.5 – 2.5 = 1.0
and so on.

a) Permanent Dipole (PD)
•

When we want to emphasise the fact a substance is ionic e.g. NaCl, then we write it as Na+Cl– or
[Na]+[Cl]– , but if we want to emphasise that the substance is molecular, then we use a different convention
viz. to convey the polarity involved in HCl we write it as “ –|––––>” where the arrow head points at the
more electronegative element e.g.
- for Oxygen and Hydrogen “H –|––––>O” or
“H∂+ –|––––> O∂–”
- for Chlorine and Hydrogen “H –|––––>Cl” or
“H∂+ –|––––> Cl∂–”
- for Nitrogen and Hydrogen “H –|––––>N” or
“H∂+ –|––––> N∂–”
- for Sulphur and Hydrogen “H –|––––>S”
or
“H∂+ –|––––> S∂–”
- for Oxygen and Sulphur
“S –|––––>O”
or
“S∂+ –|––––> O∂–”
and so on.
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•

This arrow “ –|––––> ” is thus very important when it comes to highlighting the difference in
electronegativity between two elements e.g. the slide below comes from Dr Wayne Breslyn’s excellent body
of work that he has put on the web, and it shows the Cl∂– atom in Chloromethane (CH3Cl) pulling the
electron density on the molecule towards itself (as shown in blue below). This would leave the central
Carbon atom denuded of electron density i.e. the Carbon atom becomes C∂+, and the C–Cl bond can thus be
shown as “C∂+ –|–––> Cl∂–”. In Organic Chemistry, this difference in electronegativity is very often vitally
important, and it is these symbols that are used to draw attention to this fact. (In the slide below, the green
atom is the Chlorine atom/the white atoms are the Hydrogen atoms/and the Grey atom in the middle is the
Carbon atom.)

•

I have discussed very fully the subject of the separation of charge. In the diagram below there are five
molecules, and in turn from Left to Right they are called (i) Methane (ii) Chloromethane (iii) Dichloromethane
(iv) Trichloromethane, and (v) Tetrachloromethane (or Carbon Tetrachloride). It is sometimes said that there is
no separation of charge in a C––H bond (because the difference in electronegativity between Carbon and
Hydrogen is not sufficiently large viz. 0.4 units) – but there is unquestionably a sufficient difference in
electronegativity between Carbon and Chlorine for there to be a partial separation of charge in every C––Cl
bond viz. C∂+–– Cl∂-, therefore Chloromethane/Dichloromethane/ and Trichloromethane (but not
Tetrachloromethane) are all partially polarised molecules i.e. the molecules THEMSELVES (and not just
the C––Cl bonds) have a “∂+” aspect and a “∂–” aspect to them.
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b) Induced Dipole (ID)
•

The verb “to induce” means to persuade or to cause someone to do something, and in this context, an
“Induced Dipole” consists of a molecule or an atom where there is normally no separation of charge but it
has polarity that has been induced by the polarity of a nearby molecule.

•

I have elsewhere told you that a magnet would cause a separation of charge to occur in an atom or molecule
in which there is normally no separation of charge and you would get the following.
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If you now place a molecule that has a permanent separation of charge in it (e.g. CH3Cl) next to a molecule
that has no separation of charge, then the CH3Cl molecule will have the same effect as a magnet and it will
thus INDUCE POLARITY into the molecule that until then had no polarity (as follows).

Molecule (B) such as CH3Cl where there is a
permanent partial separation of charge caused
by the fact that Cl is more electronegative than C.
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electron density distribution
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•

. . . .

Cl would be on the Right / C in the middle / and the three H atoms are on the Left.
The overall shape of the molecule would be a “tetrahedron”.

Put the CH3Cl molecule next to molecule A, and the ∂– bit on the CH3Cl will
push the edd on molecule A away from it, and thus A will no longer have uniform
density distribution, but it will instead have POLARITY INDUCED into it.
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Molecule B (CH3Cl)

The edd on A has been repelled to the right
thus causing A to have INDUCED POLARITY.

c) Momentary Dipoles or London Forces of Attraction (after Fritz London the Nobel Laureate)
•

Could you please note carefully that the switch from a uniformly distributed electron cloud to a nonuniformly distributed electron cloud occurs many times per second.

•

London Dispersion forces are the forces of attraction that hold together molecules that have neither
(i) Permanent Dipoles nor (ii) Induced dipoles – and please remember that in the whole of this Chapter
we are trying to understand what it is that holds the molecules of a molecular substance together.

•

These forces of attraction are caused by Momentary to Momentary Dipoles (also called Momentary to
Induced Dipoles, or Instantaneous to Induced Dipoles).
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•

What I am about to say is not how Fritz arrived at his theory of Dispersion Forces. He used Quantum
Mechanics to arrive at his conclusion (and received a Nobel Prize for his work). I am using nothing but
common sense to arrive at the same conclusion – but it is only because Fritz London’s apple fell on my
head that I am able to see what he saw. (If you do not understand the allusion to Isaac Newton, then just
press on and do not worry about apples falling on anyone’s head.)

•

In molecules that have no separation of charge, then their electron density distribution will be random
and uniform because there is nothing to place the edd on one side rather than on another side.

•

However, if the edd is random then there are no rules that govern the distribution, and therefore they could
just as easily be on one side rather than on another.
Edd of the same atom/molecule when for one
brief moment in time there is MOMENTARILY
or INSTANTANEOUSLY more electron density on
one side of it than there is on the other side of it.
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•

For the brief space of time in which the atom or the molecule above has a partial separation of charge or a
dipole, then for that brief moment in time there is no difference between it and an entity that has a permanent
dipole.

•

For that brief space of time in which an entity possessing an Instantaneous or Momentary Dipole has such a
dipole, then it is able to do all the things that a Permanent Dipole can do. For example, it can temporarily
induce polarity into another entity. In the diagram below, the middle molecule briefly takes on an
Instantaneous dipole, and thus INDUCES polarity into its immediate neighbours.
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on a Momentary or an
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•

However, as soon as the momentary or instantaneous polarity of the first atom or molecule is lost, then it
would cease to induce polarity into its neighbours.

•

That is exactly what happens. At one moment of time, the edd will be uniform, and at the next moment of
time it will not be uniform, and then at the next moment of time it will be uniform, and then at the following
moment in time it will not be uniform – and this switching in the edd will go on many times per second for
as long as the molecule exists.

•

Please do NOT read any further until you have read and re-read that bullet point and you have understood it.
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When a separation of charge occurs, then the edd of an atom will no longer be uniformly distributed.
The edd at
one moment in time

then at the
then at the
next moment in time next moment in time

then at the
next moment in time

and so on

•

The edd of the atom or the molecule will switch from one orientation to another CONTINUOUSLY,
and when it has switched from uniform to non-uniform, then the separation of charge will create a
dipole (as in the second diagram from the left and in the last two on the right).

•

When a PARTIAL separation of charge has occurred, then the areas where the edd has clustered will be
labelled “∂–”, and where there is a scarcity of edd that area will be labelled “∂+”.

•

There will always be a Momentary Partial Separation of Charge and thus a Momentary dipole in every
non-polarised atom and/or molecule. It is the attraction of these momentarily polarised particles that
keeps such substances together.

•

To demonstrate that you really do understand it, try explaining it to your mother/father/grandmother/
anyone who is willing to listen to you. If they don’t get it, then you should suspect that you haven’t
really got it. Once you have got it, then you will walk around for days thereafter with a beatific smile
on your face. You will then fall in love with your brain! It really is as beautiful as that. You don’t need
Quantum Mechanics. It is just common sense (but only because Fritz London discovered it in the first
place). Actually, I think Peter Debye’s work describes this more than Fritz London’s work, but let us not get
bogged down in that point.

•

In a molecular substance in which the molecules have neither (i) a Permanent Dipole nor (ii) an Induced
Dipole, then the force of attraction that holds its molecules together is (iii) a Momentary or Instantaneous
Dipole that exists for a very brief moment in time in one molecule in the substance and which induces
polarity into its neighbouring molecules. This London/Dispersion effect happens continuously many times
per second in every molecule in the substance – and it is this Momentary Dipole to Induced dipole force of
attraction that holds the substance together.

•

The following table might set the context for the strengths of these forces.
Type of bond/force of attraction
Covalent and electrovalent bonds
Hydrogen “bonds”
PD to PD
PD to ID
MD to MD (or MD to ID)

Energy required to break the bond/the force of
attraction (but the amount of energy can vary
enormously according to the exact bond involved)
Many hundreds and often even thousands of kJ mol-1
about 10-50 kJ mol-1
about 5 kJ mol-1
about 3 kJ mol-1
about 1 kJ mol-1
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•

OK, now that we understand the terms
a) “permanent dipole”
b) “induced dipole”, and
c) “momentary” or “instantaneous” dipole
let us press on.

•

If you are stumbling over any of what I am saying, then please go back and re-read Section (A).

A) Permanent dipole to Permanent dipole force of attraction
•

This force of attraction binds together the molecules of a substance that has permanent dipoles in its
molecules.17 Please note that we are not talking about ionic substances. Ionic substances DO have
permanent dipoles in them, but the force of attraction that holds an ionic substance together is omnidirectional electrovalent bonding and NOT permanent dipole to permanent dipole forces of attraction!

•

A dipole (as the name implies) has two poles, a positive pole and a negative pole, and when the positive pole
of a molecule that has a permanent dipole is attracted to the negative pole of a neighbouring molecule that
has a permanent dipole, then a permanent dipole to permanent dipole force of attraction is formed.

•

Of course, while the positive pole of a molecule is forming a force of attraction with the negative pole of the
molecule next to it, then its negative pole is forming a force of attraction with the positive pole of the
molecule that is on the other side of it, .............. and so on.

B) Permanent dipole to Induced dipole forces of attraction
•

Let us now ask the question “what would happen if we were to put even just one molecule of a permanently
polarised substance into a container full of a non-polarised substance?” – and the answer (I hope) is
obvious.

•

The permanently polarised molecule will induce polarity into its non-polarised neighbours who will
immediately induce polarity into their neighbours ….. and so on, therefore the force of attraction that holds
the two sorts of molecules together is a Permanent dipole to Induced dipole force of attraction. The
molecules will have Induced Dipoles, but the species that is now starting off the induction is a permanent
dipole.

•

If we were then to remove the permanently polarised molecule, we would now be left with a container of
molecules that have no permanent separation of charge, therefore the force of attraction that would be
holding the molecules together would revert to being the Momentary dipole to Momentary dipole vdW force
of attraction.

17

Please remember that there is a HUGE number of “polar” or “polarised” substances (i.e. substances that have permanent
dipoles), and examples of such substances would be HCl/H2SO4/H3PO4/CH3Cl/CH2Cl2/CHCl3/etc. However, as we saw on
page 7 of Chapter 21, molecules that have polarised bonds will not themselves be polarised if the dipoles inside the molecule
cancel each other out – therefore even though the molecules of CCl4/BF3/BCl3/etc have polarised bonds, the MOLECULES
themselves do NOT have permanent dipoles, therefore the force that binds them together CANNOT be a permanent dipole
to permanent dipole force of attraction.
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C) Momentary (or Instantaneous) dipole to Momentary dipole force of attraction
•

Let us consider a humble 1 litre (i.e. 1 cubic decimetre, or 1dm3) beaker of any liquid substance that is nonpolar (i.e. the substance does not have molecules that are polarised).

•

We have seen that the probability of a non-polar molecule taking on a Momentary or Instantaneous dipole at
any instant is very large, and if there are grillions of molecules in a 1 litre beaker, then there must at any
one time be a VERY large number of molecules in the beaker that have a Momentary or
Instantaneous dipole! If this is so, (and this is the lovely thing), then even though the substance may be
non-polar, it is a fact that EVERY SINGLE MOLECULE (i.e. every single molecule) in the substance will
at any one moment in time ALWAYS have either a Momentary/an Instantaneous dipole in it or have an
Induced dipole in it! The substance is completely NON-POLAR and yet every single molecule in it
ALWAYS has a dipole! Staggering isn’t it?

•

If you were not surprised by what I said just now, then please do take another moment to think about what I
have just said. Why do you think that the molecules were staying together? Did they love each other? Had
they signed a contract to stay together? Had they appeared before a priest/rabbi/mullah/ponghgyi18/or
whatever to swear that they would stick by each other through thick and thin? Please ask yourself what it
was that you thought was holding all the molecules of the non-polar substance together, and now think
about the consequence of every single non-polar molecule of the substance actually having a dipole and it is
that which holds the substance together!

•

Actually, surprising though this thought may be, we should not be at all surprised by this, because our
common sense tells us that for the molecules of a non-polar substance to stay together there must be some
sort of force of attraction holding all the molecules together – and, as it happens, that force of attraction is
not love but it is indeed the force of attraction of Momentary to Momentary dipoles, or Momentary to
Induced dipoles that holds the molecules together!

•

Even in a non-polar substance, every molecule always, ALWAYS has a dipole in it (either
Momentary/Instantaneous or Induced) and it is the force of attraction between the oppositely charged
parts of these dipoles that holds the molecules of a non-polar (or a non-polarised) substance together.

The magnitude of the different inter-molecular forces of attraction
•

In order to provide a context for you to see how these forces work, we need to look at the magnitudes of the
forces of attraction involved.

•

In the table below, the phrase “x kJ mol-1” means that x kilojoules of energy are needed in order to break one
mole of the particular type of bond being considered. We will talk at length about “moles” in later Chapters,
but for the moment all that you need to know is that just as in one pair of anything there are 2 units, and in
one dozen of anything there are 12 units, and in one gross of anything there are 144 units, so also in one
“mole” of anything there are approximately

6 x 1023 units
and just in case you are not doing ‘A’ Level Maths,
1023 = 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x ............................. x 10 x 10 x 10 (with 23 lots of “10”)!
= 100,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 (i.e. with 23 “noughts/zeros” in the number)!
This is a HUGE number! (Gosh, even Bill Gates and Warren Buffett or Jeff Bezos do not have that many
noughts in their bank accounts!)

18

A Buddhist Burmese priest.
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•

I hope that I have banged on enough about it for you now to understand clearly why the molecules of a nonpolar substance stay together. When I was learning Chemistry I did not know why entities stayed together
until one day suddenly ‘the penny dropped’.

Type of bond/force of attraction
Covalent and electrovalent bonds
Hydrogen “bonds”
PD to PD
PD to ID
MD to MD

Energy required to break the bond/the force of
attraction (but the amount of energy can vary
enormously according to the exact bond involved)
Many hundreds and often even thousands of kJ mol-1
about 10-50 kJ mol-1
about 5 kJ mol-1
about 3 kJ mol-1
about 1 kJ mol-1

•

You can see therefore that of the four inter-molecular bonds and forces of attraction,
Hydrogen bonds are the strongest
Permanent dipole to Permanent dipole are the next strongest
Permanent dipole to Induced dipole are the second weakest, and
Momentary or Instantaneous dipole to Momentary dipole (dispersion forces) are the weakest forces of
attraction, and the strength of the forces of attraction between any two molecules will also depend on the
number of electrons that exist in each of the two molecules – the more electrons there are, the greater will
be the vdW force of attraction.

•

OK, we have now examined the theory of the four different types of inter-molecular bonds/forces of
attraction, but I do not want you to think that this stuff is just lovely interesting theory. In fact, what we
have learnt about is man’s attempt to explain reality/his attempt to understand the world in which he lives
and why van der Waals’ (and every scientists’) contribution to Physics/Chemistry is so important).

•

For example, through experimentation, man has found out that different substances boil at different
temperatures.19 He therefore needed to understand why this is so – because if he could not understand this
phenomenon, then he could easily put the wrong sort of liquid into the radiator of his car (and it would
constantly be boiling), or he could put the wrong sort of substance into the cooling system of his
refrigerators, and (because it would not change from the liquid state to the gaseous state, and thus not absorb
heat from the refrigerator in order to be able to do so) it would never be able to keep his food cold.

•

This material therefore is not part of an airy-fairy exercise just to see how good your brain is. It is about
reality, and in the exam, the way that the examiners might test your understanding of this reality is to ask
you to place in the order of their boiling points three liquid substances e.g. Tetrachloromethane (CCl4),
Chloromethane (CH3Cl), and Water (H2O), and they would ask you to give an explanation for your answer,
and your answer should look like this (and please remember that a Hydrogen bond is the closest thing here
to a real bond, and that vdW forces of attraction are NOT bonds but are just forces of attraction).

Main force of attraction possessed by the molecules of the following substances
SUBSTANCE
Water (l)
Chloromethane (l)
Tetrachloromethane (l)

Hydrogen bonds
√

PD to PD

MD to MD

√
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√

When a liquid “evaporates” then the phase or the state of the molecules of the liquid at the surface of the liquid change
from the liquid phase or state to the gaseous phase or state; but, when a liquid “boils”, then ALL the molecules of the liquid
(no matter where in the liquid they may be) undergo the change from the liquid phase or state to the gaseous phase or
state. THAT is the difference between evaporation and boiling (and why boiling is accompanied by such vigorous movement
inside the liquid)!
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•

The order, in terms of the boiling points (from the highest boiling point to the lowest) should be
1) H2O
2) CH3Cl, and
3) CCl4
and the reason for this is that when a molecular substance boils, then all its inter-molecular bonds break and
the liquid is transformed from its liquid state into its gaseous state, and in general
•

Hydrogen bonds are the strongest of the above three forces of attraction therefore more energy is
required to break them than is required to break the others, therefore they will break only at a higher
temperature than the others, and

•

Permanent dipole to Permanent dipole forces of attraction are not as strong as Hydrogen bonds therefore
less energy is required to break such forces of attraction, therefore they will break at a lower temperature
than Hydrogen bonds, and

•

Momentary or Instantaneous dipole to Momentary dipole forces of attraction are not as strong as
Permanent dipole to Permanent dipole forces of attraction therefore less energy is required to break such
forces of attraction, therefore they will break at an even lower temperature.

•

In the exam you will NOT have the time to give such a lengthy explanation, therefore if you are asked such a
question, then just say “the boiling points of the above substances are in the order shown and this order is
determined by the strengths of the bonds concerned”.

•

As you can see, all that the examiners want you to do is to identify the type of inter-molecular bonding
in each substance.

•

However, one of the three substances that I have given you here does not have a boiling point that is
governed entirely by the principles that I have covered so far.For the moment let me just tell you that there
are at least two other rules that govern MPs and BPs. The first one of these is that since the inter-molecular
force of attraction is determined by partial separation of charge, then the greater the number of electrons that
there are in the molecules concerned the larger will be the partial separation of charge and the greater the
inter-molecular force of attraction (the imf).

•

The number of electrons in a molecule will be correlated to the Atomic or Proton Number (because there
must be as many electrons as there protons in a neutrally charged entity), and Atomic Number is associated
with Atomic Mass, and therefore many textbooks use short-hand and say that MPs and BPs are related to the
mass of the molecule – and whilst MPs and BPs are related to mass, MPs and BPs are not caused by the
mass of the molecule.

•

If I were now to give you the actual BPs of the three substances that we have looked at viz.
SUBSTANCE
Water (l)
Chloromethane (l)
Tetrachloromethane (l)

Hydrogen bonds
+100˚C / 373K

PD to PD

MD to MD

-24.0˚C / 248.95K
+77˚C / 350K

then you would immediately think to yourself “The reason that Tetrachloromethane has a higher BP than
Chloromethane is probably because each molecule of the former has more electrons in it than molecules of
the latter, therefore the imf is larger” and you would be absolutely right in your assessment of the situation.
NB The Greek word “tetra” means “four” in English, therefore Tetrachloromethane has four Chlorine atoms in
it instead of four Hydrogen atoms (as does Methane).
NB In general, in ANY Science ‘A’ Level exam, the examiners neither expect nor want you to write a lengthy
answer to the question that was asked.20 The people who have to mark exam papers are given stereotypical
answers and they can give you marks according to that schedule (and have about 10 minutes to mark each
exam paper). Make the point that you want to make in as short a time as possible and then move on. If at
all possible, give your answer in bullet points. If the question carries 5 points then you need to give the
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examiner at least five points (and giving him 10 points will still get you only 5 marks). You do not get
extra marks for giving a brilliant answer to a (usually) fairly simple question. You will still get one or two
marks even if you spend 30 minutes belabouring one point. Get on and get all the marks that you can. I
regret to say that modern ‘A’ Level Science exams are about quantity and not quality. There are no
marks for brilliant answers. You get one mark for every point that the examiner’s marking script allows
you to make – no more and no less! At ‘A’ Level, exam technique is very important indeed when it
comes to scoring maximum marks.
•

I did not start learning Chemistry until I was 58 years of age, and nobody told me how to answer exam
questions, so in my first Assessed Practical I wrote pages of explanation as to how the reaction was
occurring and why the colours of the liquid were changing as I dripped one tiny drop of liquid from the
burette into the flask …. and so on, and at University I would have been awarded a Doctorate for such a
brilliant innovative paper – but the fact of the matter is that at ‘A’ Level, I SHOULD HAVE FAILED
my very first Assessed Practical. I would not have blamed the examiners if they had just put my exam
paper in the waste paper basket but they let me pass because they could see from my answer that I knew
what the experiment was all about (and a bit more besides)!

In the folder entitled “Some introductory stuff” I have told you about ‘A’ Level EXAM TECHNIQUE.
Please read it carefully, and before your exams print out the page and take it to bed with you,
and before you fall asleep read it EVERY NIGHT in the week before your exams.
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